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THE CASAGRANDE-PHOTOGRAMMETRIC TEST RANGE 
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Washin~oq.\ D.C. 2~305 

BIOGRAPiiICAL SKETCH 

David D. Byars is a nati'.ve of the Southwest, having, been born in Texas and r.aised in New 
Mexico. He gra:duated as a Civil Engineer from New Mexico State University. He began his 
Federal career in 1950, first ,as a surveyor, then as a cartographer and geodesist, with the 
Inter American Geodetic Survey, where he rem$ed working in different partt of Latin 
America for 15 years .. He spent the next 5 years as Chief, Americas Division, Department of 
Geodesy, DMATC (form~ly AMS). _For the past 5 years he has been with DMA 
Headquarters staff, first as a Program M,anager for the Doppler Geodetic Satellite Prograi;n 
and, most recently, _as a Resources Analyst within the Programs, Production, an,d Ope(ations 
Directorate. He is a member of the-American Congress on Surveying and Mapping, Ameriqm 
Geophysical Union, and is the Corresponding U.S. Member on Geodesy with tp.e. Pan 
American Insti;ute of Geography and History. 

:A~'{RACT '',. 

The Casa Grande Photqgrainmetric Test Range was established· in the midsixties to test the 
dynamic performance of aerial cartographic cameras. A discussion of-the test range design 
and the fiela surveys required to establish it is presented. In addition, the photogrammetric 
procedures normally used to test aerial mapping cameras using the·range are· presented. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Arizona has many f!fsts to its creclit, a n11tnber of which are nationally an4 interpationally· 
known: eyen ;o those who have never been here. Think of Arizona and you p:robably think 
of the Grand Canyon, the London Bridge, copper and sunshine, and everi retirement. Du,e 
largely to the sunshine, the Casa Grande Test Range is located to the so.utheast of Phoenix 
near the town of Casa Grande. The number of cloud-free, sunny days is an important 
consideration to aerial photography acquisition and for testing the systems used to acquire 

Millions of people arrive at or depart from Phoenix each year by air, rail, bus, and auto. No 
doubt, a number of them, when flying over or passing by Casa Grande, have observed large 
concrete crosses (similar to Maltese crosses in design) constructed flat on the ground at 
regular intervals, and have wondered just what they were and why they were there. These 
crosses are _concrete panels which have been geodetically controlled and are essential parts of 
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Figure 1. Arizona Test Area showing the relationship of test ranges. 
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the Casa Grande Photogrammetric Test Range. AJJ constructed, it was prob11bly the piost 
, precise aerial carµera test range in the. free·world. :Presettted herein is a discussion of the'test 
, range design, the field surveys required to establish it, their attendant accuracies, and related 
: items of interest. 

BACKGROUND 

The Casa Grande Test Rang~ is not the only range employed by the U.S. civil and military 
mapping establishments. The National Geodetic Survey (NGS), formerly the U.S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey (USC&GS), built the McClure R11nge in Ohio and continues to maintain it. 
The Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center (DMATC), for!llerly the Army Map 

. Service (AMS), established the Arizona Test Area encqrnpassing Phoenix in 1947 ;i.nd 
enlarged it in 1960. Other ranges with photogrammetric targets exist throughout the 

. country, as well as laboratories where aerial cameras are statically calibrated. 

In 1965, an expanded test range was needed for dynamic camera performance and 
. evaluation purposes plus other photogrammetric related research, development, test and 
· evaluation needs. On this range, greatly improved survey accuracies were required in 

positioning test range panels because of the increased accuracy capabilities of aerial cameras, 
photogrammetric instrumentation, ~d techniques. The McClure Range was accurate but 
too small and the Arizona Test Area. was ,laige enough but not sufficiently accurate. 

· Therefore, office-type reconnaissance began for the selection of a new area. Due 
·. consideration was given to factors such as overflight res1;tictions, general tet;rain and · 
· vegetation, weather, and expected land lease costs, etc. The Casa Grande area was selected, 
in spite of the land subsidence, because of all the other favorable characteristics. Yet, it 

· must be said that we were not aware of the magnitude of the subsidence at the time. 

RANGE DESIGN 

. As previously mentioned, the Arizona Test Area (Figure 1) was built in 1947 and expanded 
: in 1960. The 1947 version occupied four 15-minute quadrangles and covered an area of 

approximately 1,000 square miles. The survey work to ·establish the Arizona Test Range was 
based on horizontal accuracy requirements of 1 :5,000 and vertical accuracies of±l.0 foot. 
Permanent panels were constructed only in areas without good photoidentifiable features. 

By 1960, photogrammetric equipment and technique improvements were making this range 
. obsolete, or at the least, proving it to ·be inadequate as a yardstick. Accordingly, the top 12 
· hands of control p_oints were strengthened by resurvey, and extended at 4-mile intervals (as 
opposed to the original 1-mile spacing) to the east and west. This formed an overlapping, 
more accurate, east-west range extension, 65 miles in length. The original ,uphanumeric 
numbering system for point identification ~as continued. When the horizontal control was 
established initially in 1947, conve11-tional triangulation and tapi:d traverses were used. In 
1960, the extensions were controlled by second-order triangulation and el~ctronic traverses. 

· Comparative results, between the AMS 1960 positions and the work performed for the city 
of Phoenix by the USC&GS inoicated agreement of approximately 0.3 foot in position. 
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Figure 2. The Casa Grande Test Rlmge panel configuration. 
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In 1965-66 there was interest in expanding the Arizona Test Area into a 65-mile square area 
by filling in to the east, south, and west. It was decided that the Casa Grande Test llcange 
should be a part of the projected 65-mile square area but outside the older ranges. It was 
further decided that it should St within the pattern already established, and be 
alphanumerically designated ~ accordance with the older stations in place. The various test 
range relationships are, illustrated in Figure 1. ,(u ~ 111atter. ofjnterest, the 65-mile square 
block has never been undertaken. . 

Users within .the Department of Defenk generally ag-reed that the size of the Casa Grande 
Test Range should be 16 by 16 miles; Some· users resuired only a Z- by Z:.mile .spacing of 
panels over the area, ~h~eal! 9thef4.required a 1- by t-mile spacing. Amo,ig the users, there 
was a consc:nsus on the accu~cies-requirea as well as the paneling of most, if not all, of the 
control points. 

.P.J\NEL DESIGN 

The Casa Grande Test Range parl~. (Figure 2} were constructed at every site where terrain 
or develqpment •permitted. In those instances whete construction' was prohibited for 
whatever reason, picture po~ts ~e establishe4, .. The s~e of the panel was .des!gned for 
compatibility with expected operatit>nal altitudes ranging from "on deck'' to the anticipated 
heights of r~conmµssanc~•tr.pe aircraft; :I'he extreme d,imensibn of each ,Panel is. 60 feet. 
There are foUJ" wings,_ oriented in the. cardinal directions. A -_s~andard survey disk is set in a 
concrete post holding the ho~gntal and vertical positions,. Thei:e is also a stan.dard 
reference mirk set in one wing of each panel for pre~g a sec;:~d elevation. • 

• In design\tlg the thape of the panels, full consilleration,\Vas given t9 the assorted types of 
reticles- common to the different \.inds•of stereo mensuration al}d p1otdng equipment. The 
Maltese - cros~ - type design accommodatC;lS all reticle types ( fl:oatmg dots, crosshairs, 
concentric circles, etc.) at various altitudes. · 

The actual panels }Vj:re construct~d-uriiler a contract ad'ministered 11y tlie--U.S: At:iny .Corps 
of Engineers, Lps Angeles District Office .. All panels .are steel-mesh, .reinforced ·com:rete 
situated in, and centered -on, a leased-land parcel 1 oo feet by _roo feet. Black pigment was 
troweled into the surface of each panel during concrete finishing. Additionally, each p,anel 
area was 'Cleared of brush and graded to a plane. 

FIELD SURVEYS 

The range, as designed, required an internal horizontal accuracy of at least 1 :100,000 
between all panels. To achieve this, it was decided to first establish a basic network with an 
internal horizontal accuracy of at least 1:200,000. (See Figure 3.) Vertical accuracy required 
that the elevation of all panels be established to within ±0.5 foot (relative). 

To initiate the vertical control surveys, the USC&GS entered into a cooperative arrangement 
with AMS to relevel approximately 300 miles of first-order leveling which constituted a large 
c_ircuit of the National Network. A 1?-mile portion of this circuit passed through the 
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Figure 3. Basic horizontal control diagram of the Casa Grande Test Range. 
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northeast corner of the range, following:the Southern Pacific Railway. This adjusted level 
line became the basis for all second- and third-order vertical extensions to control the \oange. 
Within the range, as many bench mark¥ as possil:,le were set in bedrock (ll\OUI).tainous areas). 
These were to be used in future subsidence studies.as starting control for releveling. 

, The basic hori+ontal control network cpnsis;ed of. 11 primary control stations: four o( 
•. these stations were existing USC&GS stations and seven were new. Each line was measured 

over a two-night period with the Model 4D Geodimeter. * Temperature, pressure, and 
· psychometer r~adings were taken byfore and,after meaf\urements at each freque~y. Each 
line was measured by at least six sets of observations causing at least 18 single leng_th 
determinations because of the three frequencies used. The Geodimeters were calibrated at 
the beginning of the project and recalibrated 6 months later. Crystal frequencies were 

.checked weekly with a frequency counter maintained at the field party headquarters. 
Differences of elevation between terminals of measured lines were determined by observing· 
simultaneous reciprocal double zenith distances. 

All horizo1Jstal directions were measured with Wild T-3 theodolites. A minimum ot two sets 
of directions, each set comprising 16 positions, were observed at each static~. The 
difference for any single set of directions from the mean value of all sets was less than 1 

Supplemental surveys to control the 272 panel sites originated on the 11-station basic 
etwork using the same type of survey equipment. However\ only one set of 16 positions 

was observed with Wild T-3 theodolites for this work as opposed to two sets for the ·basic 
network. 

DATA REDUCTlON AND ADJUSTMENT 

rough a cooperative arrangement, the USC&GS made the fipal adjustment of the 'basic 
11-station network. Station "Casa Grande 2," USC&GS 1960, was held fixed as the "datum 
oint,'.' so that the three other- USC&GS stadons were reposi,tioned along with the 
sitioning of the seven new stations. Three azimuths were held in order to orient this 

• etwork to the other control in the area to assure compatibility with the Arizona Test Area. 
e variation of coordinates metho~ W(IS_ used- for the adjustment; Directions and lengths 

ere assigned a weight factor of 1.0. The three USC&GS first-order azimuths existing in the 
twor~ were assigned a weight factor of 0.3. 

ring computation and adjustmenJ; operations, the following statistics evolved: 

Probable error of a single observation 
Maximum correction t9 an observed direction 
Maximum correction to an angle 
Average triangle· closure 
Maximum triangle closure 
Maximum correction to an observed length 

±0':24 
·o·:13 
.0'!98 
o·:ss 
1•:71 
0.020 metert 

• Any mention herein of a commercial product does not constitute endorsement by the United States Government. 
t Occurred on line from W43 to AC43X (Figure 3), still yielding an accuracy ration of 1 :500,000. 
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EVALUATiON 

T6 determine the positional error between the "datum: point" and other stations of the 
network, a supplementary inverse matrix was run at the timi! of the ailjustment to obtain 
the weight functions of the latitude and longitude at each station. The circular error 
probable (CEP) was computed· Using these functions and the probable error (PE) 'of a single 
obs-ervation. · ' · 

The followirtg tabulation gives CEP in meters, the length, and the proportional accuracy . 
froih:'the «clatum: point." . . 

'! • : 

CEP LENGTH 
STATION METERS METERS FRO,M CASA GRANDE 2· RATIO 

FOUR .022 7750.708 1:352,000 
AN43 .041 13347.966 1:326,Q00 
AN59 ;060 20378.729 1:340,000 ' 

'AG59'X .049 19444.6!'0 1:397,000 
CHUI .029 9520.319 1:328,000 
AC43X . 033 10541.327 . 1:319,000 
W43 .052 17.453.920 1 :3.36,000 
V{,51X .045 16716.191 1:371,000. 
AAS8X .052 18082.106 1:348,000 
JACK .069 23672.427 1:343,000 

GEOID-SPHEROID SEPARATION EFFECT 

Several tests were also made to examine geoidal separation effects on length. These tests · 
showed "that the effect was negligible. For example, the longest line in the basic network, • 
from Casa Grai..de 2 to AN59 showed a change in length of•only 35 mm over a distance e5f 

20,378-.729 meters. 

SUPPLEMENTAL HORIZONTAL C-ONTROL ADJUSTMENT 

The 272 paneled stations were adjusted simultaneously to the ll•station basic control 
network. This adjustment involved 1,250 observation equations and 18 conditions. As in the 
basic adjustment,• directions and lengths were given a weight· factor of 1. Results of the 
adjustment show the PE of a single observation to be ±0':76 seconds. The largest correction 
to an observed direction was 2.54 seconds on the line A'E149 to AF47. (See Figure 1.) The 
CEP was determined for a few selected. stations tested ,within the adjustment. These test 
stations included those which were positioned by two, three, -or four lines .. As expected, 
those positioned by two lines showed a slightly increased CEP over those positioned by 
more than two lines. The largest CEP was ±1.37 cm at station Y4-4. ·This value appeared 
reasonable since the length of most lines throughout the network is about 1 mile. 
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VERTICAL CONTROL ADJUSTMENT 

This adjustment was also ~de by USC&qS ·in April 1968. There was a total of 49 
condition equaticihs and 11't 1fu.es''fn the adjustment. '(The 'adjustinenr shdwed it PE of 
observatlbn of unit weight to be ±2.89 mm.) The probable total limiting el'{.or with ~l loops 
equally )Veighted was computed yielding a value of ±2.54 mm per km, well witJtln the 
third-0rder criterion. 

SUBSIDENCE. 
t 

We have °learned that the subsidence occurring in the _!ll"ea is due to the pumping of~ound 
water f;r agricultural purposes without repl~nishment. As the water is withihay from 
water-bearing formations, the sediment, -is compacted from the weight of the oferlying 
strata, destroying such formations as 3;,'¼tiifers. Compaction. of aquifers and subsid~}c,e has 
resulted in lateral expansion of sur~c~. strata with attendant development of fisstifes and 
surface cracks. If the rate of subsidence continues, it is probable that fissuring will become 
more frequent and complex. ;. 

' Investiga~ans of the subsidence problems in Arizona- have been conducted by :several 
agencies (Bureau of-Reclamation, U.S. Geological Sury-i:y, _Arizona Highway Depaitlllent, 
and DMATC). All investigations indicate that tlie subsidence is not continuous but is·cyclic. 
Irrigatiorl is based on growing ileas<;>ri's and the amoqn~ of r'ainfiill during rainy season!!,• Some 
rebound 'accurs at .the end c;,f the rainy se~ons <Jui; t~ •~pl~njshment of aquif¢s and 
lessening·of water pumping activity. It is f>!obably safe to ·conclude thilt-~imum·.annual 
subsidence (minus the cyclic rebound) will occur at the end of the dry .)le~o.n when there is 
maximum pumping. 

A subsidence study was completed in ,97_2,'.~ing elevations established in l'f66 (time of 
Casa Grande Test Range establishment): as~ base, and considering elevations estab~ed in 
1968, 1970;'and 197,lrlt should·be-no~d:~at-dlerepetitive-"leveling· (1'968-1971) did not 
include each and every panel in the range. In fact, the study incl~ed only 155 poqits. Some 
of these had only one elevation repetition-some had two, and a few had three. These facts 
combine to caution users of the subsidence chart (Figµi:e 4 )in projecting elev.ation values too 
far into the future. 

To describe the chart, the isolines of ~bsidence cates are valued at one-half-millimeter 
intervals. These represent millimeters-per-month rates. This chart did·not consider rebound, 
which is cyclic, so. a straight line inter]?olationis no! rea)ly.·ab~ohrti.. Alsas part of the,st1;1~y 
considered subsidence over a 40-month period and part of it considered a period of 60 
months. So, a_t best, the chart should be i;:pnsii:lered as an indic,ation-of the; ;µ-eas within the 
range of maximum elevation change due to subsidence for the time period desq;ibed, 

Since l.971, due tc;, budgetary constraints,. it has not been possible for ,the Defe~e J.\;lapping 
Agency to continue performing remedial or any other type of leveling surveys. Although a 
regular program of vertical control surveys might be desirable, we have not experienced any 
elevation problems attributable to the land subsidence in service testing ~y s;amera. 
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Figure 4. Subsidence chart of the Casa Grande Test Range. 

RANGE USAGE 

Some of the tests that have been performed at Casa Grande over the years include: 
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o Dynamic tests of Wild RC-9 cameras mounted in RC 130 aircraft, tested by the U.S. 

Air Force (USAF). 

o Dynamic tests of Fairchild KC-6A cameras mounted in RC 135 aircraft, tested by the 

USAF. 

o Tests of various types (including color) of aerial film. 
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,o: Cameras to be employed in the E<\!th Resources Technology Satellfoes (ERTS), tested 
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

o High-altitude reconnaissance aircraft and camera systems. 

o Camera systems and aircraft purchased by several Latin American governments. 

·o Tests of Terrain Profile Recorders (TPR), and laser altill}eters. 

Before increased reliance on contract photography, the USAF tested approximately 25 
aerial cameras per year over this range. Presently, all contractors are required to conduct an 
airborne service test over the range for each camera, lens, and magazine combination to be 
employed on a project. 

NGS -~ presently prepar~g to use the range in conllection with conducting experiments on a 
method to exten~ high-order cotltrol photdgrammetri~y. An RC-10 camera with a reseau 
will be employed. The system would be used in extending .c;ontrol of nigh order in urban 
densification programs. 

RANGE DOCUMENTtTION 

The record of ,the range is preserve4 in two-volume sets of cards .containing geographic 
· coordina,tes, Universal Transverse Mercator grid c6ordin!ltes~ ~rizoqa· state plane 
i coordinate_s, elevations, and a stereogram of the panel site. An elt'ample is included as Figure 
~ -

STEREO CAMERA TEST 

The utilization of the Casa Grande Photogrammetric Test Range for dynamic 
6-inch-focal-length camera. testing is best.descrihed·in the following steps. 

Mode( orientation and mensuration. 

! ;The stereomodel is relatively oriented in a ~st-order stereoplotter;free of any measureable 
,, , ,amount of y-parallax. The stereomodel is then scaled to a. preplotted control sheet, 
f' ;i :250,000 scale, of the Jest area. Alisdlute-oriel}tation is not required: h9Wever, the x-tilt 
[-~d ~-~ilt shall not be e,xc~i~e, :he instrumen~_x,_y, a~~ z .for each p. hot¢gt_~metrically r •:identifiable graund control pomt IS then recorded. A mmrm\lm of three readings are taken 
1: .· per point. The relative positions of the control points are plqited on vellum .-for use in the 
f. ;•djustment of the stereompdel. Pass -points are tJ:u:n selected amhecorded. 
i < 
I •JUsing t4_e u_n~isturbed model method ·ofbridgi!tg, tli~ mensu_rati~ is ~xtended to ;he secc_md 
t, -mode)._ This model, when relativdy <?riented,. is free -uf any measureable am<_?:U!lt of 
;, .y-parallax. The pass points from the previous model are then read and recorded, The 
t z-instrument values of the pass points between the first and second model do not vary by 
~ more than 0.1 mm. After checking the pass points, the second model is leveled and scaled. 
f . The instrument values of each photogrammetrically identifiable ground control point are 

recorded and plotted as in the first model. 
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CASA GRANDE TEST RANGE 
PINAL COUNTY. ARIZONA 

LATITUDE 

32° 14' 01'.'9166 :S 
NORTHING 

LONGITUDE 

111 ° 12' 20','7101 w 
EASTING 

STATION NAME 

AG 54 (TPC 1966) 
STAMPI NG ON MARK 

AG 54 1966 ARMY MAP SER\'ICE 

1927 ~AD FIRST ORDER 

3 621 HD.912\1. 433 872. 155 M UTII GRID ZO~'E 12 
------~---- --- ---1---------- -l 

NORTHING EASTING 

630 750. 105 ft 564 855. 548 ft ARIZONA STATE GRID CE:ITRAL ZO~'E - - ·'------- ----+----- - ---
ELEVATION Fl ELE\l.',TION t M1 ESTA8U SHED 8Y AGENCY-DATE VERTICAL ACCURACY 

1498.57 456. 765 TPC,1966 1929 SEA LEVEL DA=I THI RD ORDFR 

OBJECT ---1 GEO D ETIC AZIMUTH BACK AZIMUTH ! GEODETIC DISTANCE 

Figure 5. Range documentation. 
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Mensuration analysis 

The measurements are then analyzed to determine the suitability of the instrument readings 
for use in the adjustment of the stereomodel. The mensuration analysis is as follows: 

a. List the thtee instrument z-readings fot'e~ch point. 

b. Determine the average instrument reading (.z). 

l:z 
z n 

z "" instrument reading 
n = number of readings. 

c. Compute standard deviation (up) for each point. 

l:z2 ,-nz2 u = __ , __ _ 
P , n-1 

d. Compute average standard deviation ( u A) for the points in the stereom9del. 

l:u 
uA=+ 

e. Check for blunders. Any standard deviation for an individual {u, ), that is ,equal to or 
greater than 3.3 u A shall be considered a blunder and the values for that point shall not be 
used in the stereomodel'adjustment. 

Adjustment 

a. General. A precise statistical analysis of a Camera Service Test can be made by 
determining the coefficients of the equation of an empirical plane which passes through or 
near each point of a given set of points within a stereomodel. 

The basic plane surface equation is: 

Ax + By + C = z or Ax + By + C - z = 0. 

For which the three least square equations,are;, 

(a) l:Ax + l:By + l:C - l:Z = 0. 

(b) l:Ax2 + l:B;,cy + l:C~ ,_ l:Zx = 0. 

(c) !Axy + l:By2 + l:Cy - l:Zy = 0. 

In the first equation only, the value of l:C will be equal to the number of points in the 
stereo model. 
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b. Adjustment procedure, The procedure for adjustment of the stereomodel is as 
follows: 

( 1) Determine x and y values for each point. Place the vellum from the mensuration 
phase over graph paper referencing the systeµ:i. for 0-x and 0-y at .the _lower left.-han~ corner 
point. (This keeps all ordinates and abcissas values positive.) Record the x and y values for 
each point to one-tenth of an inch. (It is .not. _advisab},J! t9 use the instrument x and y 
readings in millimeters due to their large values in computations.) 

(2) Compute t:..Z for each point. The average instrument reading (z) is used in the 
stereomodel adjustment. An Earth curvature correction (Ee) is added to z. which establishes 
an instrument-computed elevation (z'); i.e., 

z' = z+Ec. 

The t:..z for each point is determined by subtracting the known-ground ele~ation for the 
point (Z) from the instrument-computed elevjltion (z'); i.e., 

t:..z"" z' -z. 

(3) Compute residual error (e) for each point. The x, y, and z values for each point are 
input data for a least•square solution on ·a, desk computer. The residual error (e) for each 
point is computed.in the program, 

. '··" 
c. Adjustment analysis. The 'l!tereomodel adjustment is analyzed tising the following 

procedures: 

(1) Compute the standard deviation for the stereomodel (uM), 

:Eei 
0 M = n-1 

e = residual error for each point 
n = total number of points used in the adjustment. 

( 2) Check for blunders. Any point with a residual error equal to or greater than 3. 3 u M 

is eliminated from the solution. Points e1iminated by this method are random distributed 
within the stereomodel. After removing blunders, the ·remaining data are rerun through the 
computer program. 

(3) Compute the root mean square error (RMSE) for the stereomodel. 

l:e2 
RMSE = -n-
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The criteria for acceptance of the aerial camera from the stereo test shall be: 

a. The resid!ial error ( e) of 9 5 percent of the points in the stereo model shall be within 
1 :5 ,000 of the flight altitude. 

b. Points eliminated by mensuration and adjustment blunders shall not exceed 10 
percent. If over 10 percent, the stereo test shall be reworked. 

c. The RMSE for the stereomodel shall not exceed 1 :5,000 of the flight altitude. 
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